Modeling the Influence of a Magnetomechanical Effect on the Permeability Tensor of a Tensductor Core.
This paper presents a new method of modeling the influence of mechanical stresses on a magnetic permeability tensor of soft magnetic materials. The proposed method utilizes the principal stresses concept to compensate the influence of shear stresses. As a result, the stress dependence of a magnetic permeability tensor may be assessed with only the knowledge about the influence of axial stresses on magnetic properties of isotropic material. The proposed method was used for a finite element method based model of a tensductor designed for measurements of tensile forces. Due to the fact that 2D stresses distribution occurs in a tensductor, simplification of both principal stresses and a magnetic permeability tensor rotation procedure was proposed. As a result, good agreement was reached between the results of modeling and the results of experimental tests. This result validates the possibility of utilization of the proposed modeling method for the design of magnetomechanical devices.